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Abstract
Liquid crystals (LCs) represent a challenging group of materials for direct transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) studies due to the complications in specimen preparation and the severe
radiation damage. In this paper, we summarize a series of specimen preparation methods as a
comprehensive toolset enabling high-resolution direct cryo-TEM observation of a broad range of
thermotropic and lyotropic LCs. In addition to the revisits of previous practices, some new
concepts are introduced, e.g., suspended thermotropic LC thin films, combined high pressure
freezing and cryo-sectioning of lyotropic LCs, and the complementary applications of direct
TEM and indirect replica TEM techniques. The significance of subnanometer resolution cryoTEM observation is demonstrated in a few important issues in LC studies, including providing
direct evidences for the existence of nanoscale smectic domains in nematic bent-core
thermotropic LCs, comprehensive understanding of the newly re-emerging twist-bend nematic
phases, and probing the nematic packing of the columnar aggregations in lyotropic chromonic
LCs. Direct TEM observation opens ways to a variety of TEM techniques, suggesting that TEM
(replica, cryo, and in situ techniques), in general, may be a promising part of the solution to the
lack of effective structural probe at molecular scale in LC studies.
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Introduction
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques are under fast development in terms of, e.g.,
imaging resolution (Rose, 2009), temporal resolution (Kim, 2008), and in situ environmental
capability (Gai, 2009). However, for many real-world problems, the outputs (for example,
imaging resolution) are often not limited by the microscope performance, but rather by the
material properties. On the other hand, the technical developments in microscopy-related fields
enable us to revisit some of the earlier challenging problems and get much improved results. In
this paper, we report some of the initial results of our on-going efforts to re-pursue high
resolution direct TEM imaging of liquid crystals (LCs), a group of materials having tremendous
impact (e.g., liquid crystal display, the so-called LCD) but imposing great challenges for direct
TEM observation.
LCs uniquely combine order and mobility, and are generally described as intermediate states
(mesophases) of matter between crystalline solid (possessing both orientational and 3D
positional orders) and liquid (with neither orientational nor positional orders) (Collings, 1990;
Tschierske, 2002). Organic LCs can be divided into thermotropic and lyotropic LCs, with the
phase transition (change in the amount of order) mainly driven by temperature in the former, and
by concentration or percentage of the added solvent (most often, water) in the latter (Collings,
1990). A typical single component thermotropic LC consists of molecules (mesogens) with, for
example, rigid rod-like or sometimes disk-like middle part and flexible ends. Thermotropic LC
materials may exhibit one or more mesophases (most commonly nematics and smectics) between
the high temperature isotropic liquid and the low temperature crystalline phase. Simply speaking,
a nematic phase has only orientational order but no positional order. In the best known uniaxial
nematics, the randomly positioned molecules align favorably along a single axis, the so called
director n̂ . In addition to orientational order, a smectic phase also has 1D positional order, i.e.,
the molecules tend to form layered structure, but there is no further positional order inside each
layer. The two common smectic phases are smectic A (SmA) and smectic C (SmC), with their n̂
aligned parallel or oblique to the layer normal, respectively. Lyotropic LCs are formed by mixing
the LC molecules and solvent. The most well-known lyotropic LCs are amphiphiles, i.e.,
molecules with one hydrophilic end and one hydrophobic end, represented by soaps,
phospholipids, and surfactants. The amphiphilic molecules in solvent (usually water) can
aggregate and form micelles, vesicles, and mesophases like cubic, hexagonal and lamellar phases
depending mainly on concentration and temperature (Collings, 1990). The chromonic LCs
studied in this paper are a different kind of lyotropic LCs, consisting of mesogens with disk-like
aromatic central core and polar outer groups (Park, 2012). The molecules can self-assemble into
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columnar aggregates by face-to-face stacking to minimize the interfacial energy with water. With
such columns as building blocks instead of the individual molecules, mainly two LC phases can
be formed, low concentration N phase with nematic structure, and high concentration M phase
with the columns occupying hexagonal lattice (Lydon, 2010).
The understanding of detailed LC behaviors at molecular level is surprisingly limited, which can
be partly attributed to their uniquely complicated structure and the lack of effective structural
probe at nanometer and subnanometer scale. Beyond the essential polarized light microscopy
characterizing structures at a scale >hundreds of nanometers, x-ray diffraction, including
synchrotron small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), has been the most widely used nanoscale
structure characterization tool in LCs (Hong, 2010), targeting mainly at ordered structures with
periods <tens of nanometers or even larger. Nanoscale imaging techniques, TEM, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) (Rizwan, 2007), scanning tunneling microscopy (Frommer, 1992),
and atomic force microscopy (Yashima, 2010), have also been used, though their applications are
relatively limited so far. Among the imaging techniques, a replica TEM technique, namely freeze
fracture TEM (FFTEM), applied to LCs since 1970’s (Lydon, 1972; Klémen, 1977, Costello,
1984), has attracted continuous interests by revealing the internal structures of a variety of LC
materials (Hough, 2009; Chen, 2013; Borshch, 2013).
Two major challenges exist for the successful application of direct TEM imaging in LC studies:
preparing TEM specimens with preserved native structure and minimizing radiation damage
during TEM observation. The LC materials are more similar to liquid, and the small molecules
(typically a few nanometer long) are moving rather freely and only spend a little bit more time
along the preferred orientation and/or at the preferred position (Collings, 1990). The force
keeping the statistical order together is very weak, which makes it easy to use electrical or
magnetic field to manipulate the molecule orientation for practical applications, but also leads to
considerably higher electron beam sensitivity than even typical biomaterials. For TEM specimen
preparation, LCs also have some unique challenges in addition to the common problems shared
by many non-solid materials. At the current stage, it is common to use cryo-TEM to observe
electron transparent thin films of frozen fluid-like materials. However, the molecular alignment
in LCs is highly sensitive to surface/interface, making it often questionable to freeze thin
specimens. On the other hand, freezing a thick sample often leads to insufficient cooling rate
thus failure to preserve the native structure, which is especially difficult for lyotropic LCs with
high water content and some high temperature themotropic phases. Due to the above challenges,
despite of the promising early direct TEM imaging results (Voigt-Martin, 1987; Hara, 1988; Gilli,
1991; Voigt-Martin, 1992; Bunning, 1994), FFTEM remained to be the dominating high
resolution imaging tool for LCs till today. In FFTEM, a frozen LC sample is first fractured at
low temperature in vacuum, and then the fractured surface is replicated by a thin heavy metal
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deposition at an angle followed by a continuous carbon supporting layer deposited from the top.
The resolution of the FFTEM is largely determined by the particle size of the deposited heavy
metal which creates the shadow of the surface topography, which is normally a few nanometers.
So despite that FFTEM effectively avoids radiation damage by using replica specimens, it
disables the use of many TEM techniques (e.g., diffraction and spectroscopy), and has a very
limited potential towards sub-nanometer imaging which is essential to understand LC behaviors
(phase transition, defect, interfaces, etc.) at molecular scale.
In this study, we have tested a series of specimen preparation routines for LCs, aiming to set up
an easily accessible toolbox for TEM imaging especially direct cryo-TEM observation of the
majority of thermotropic and lyotropic LCs. In addition to adopting and modifying a few of the
previous practices (Pierron, 1995; Kostko, 2005), some new concepts have also been established,
e.g., suspended thermotropic LC thin films, cryo-sectioning of high pressure frozen lyotropic
LCs, and complementary combination of direct cryo-TEM and replica FFTEM. For subnanometer resolution imaging, we demonstrate that a widely available cryo-TEM, a high
sensitivity CCD camera and a modified low-dose imaging procedure have made a ready
combination for many challenging LC materials. In this paper, we present examples of applying
the above techniques to reveal smectic behavior in bent-core nematic LCs, the existence of twistbend nematic mesophase, and nematic arrangement of the columnar aggregates in lyotropic
chromonic LCs. It is also pointed out that direct TEM imaging opens doors for applying a variety
of TEM techniques beyond low-dose imaging, which may make TEM a promising molecular
scale structural probe for LC materials.

Materials and Methods
LC materials
Figure 1 shows the chemical structure of the LC molecules discussed in this paper. The formal
names and their short forms are both given. We report on the microstructure of three
thermotropic and two lyotropic chromonic LCs. The two three-ring bent-core (3RBC) LCs,
including one smectic (3RBC-S) and one nematic (3RBC-N), have banana-shaped rigid center
and soft-ends (Weissflog, 2012); while the dimeric CB7CB has a soft center and two rigid ends
(Panov, 2010). For chromonic LCs, we used disodium cromoglycate (DSCG), often used as antiasthmatic drug, and sunset yellow FCF (SSY), a food dye, which are the most widely studied
chromonic LCs (Park, 2011). The DSCG sample used here has a concentration of 15 wt% (0.344
mol/kg); while the SSY sample is 30.7 wt% (0.98 mol/kg) with 64.8% water and 4.5% MgSO 4
(Kim, 2013; Zhou, 2012). In addition, we show results on Au nanoparticle doped 5CB.
5

TEM specimen preparation procedures
Figure 2 is a schematic overview showing the basic routines used in this study to prepare TEM
specimens of thermotropic (Fig. 2a-2c) and lyotropic (Figs. 2d-2f) LCs for cryo-TEM and
FFTEM. Rapid freezing is used in all the routines to quench the flowing LC materials, making
the static structure inside a TEM specimen basically a snapshot of the LC material with both
orientational and positional fluctuations. Here we categorize the techniques into “thin film”
approach and “bulk” approach based on the form of the pre-freezing sample. In the former, the
LC material or at least part of it is already electron transparent and can be transferred directly
into the TEM after the freezing process. While for the “bulk” approach, much thicker (a few
microns to hundreds of microns) material is first frozen and need to be further processed to
obtain electron transparent TEM specimen. The detailed procedures of the methods used in this
study are described as follows.
1) Thin film approach: plunge freezing of thermotropic and lyotropic LCs
For thermotropic LCs, we employed a simple but effective procedure to obtain LC thin films
either suspended or supported by thin carbon film. As shown in Fig. 2a, the LC materials were
first dissolved in an evaporable solvent to make a ~0.1-0.3% solution (most often in chloroform
in this study). A few microliters of the solution were put on carbon (continuous or holy) coated
TEM grids. The grids are normally treated with oxygen plasma in a Fischione 1020 plasma
cleaner using 25% oxygen and 75% Ar mixture gas. LC thin films were deposited on the carbon
films after the solvent evaporates, while suspended films were obtained in the holes of holey
carbon films. The thin films (together with the TEM grids) then underwent thermal treatment to
achieve the desired phase, followed by a fast plunge freezing into liquid ethane or liquid nitrogen
to preserve the structure of the desired mesophase. The thermal treatment normally includes
heating to the isotropic phase, and cooling down to the target temperature. To get repeatable
results, enough time should be allowed for the specimen to stabilize at each temperature and
during the heating/cooling process. The thickness of the films can be controlled by the total
volume of the LC solution put on the grids and the concentration of the solution, but normally a
large variation in film thickness can be seen within the same specimen. It is also recommended
to check the LC thin films using polarized light microscope with a heating stage to make sure
that the thin films still exhibits the basic characteristics of the LC materials, especially for multicomponent materials.
For lyotropic LCs with high percentage of water (>80%), it is a straightforward process to
prepare thin film cryo-TEM specimens using plunge freezing due to their relatively low viscosity
(Fig. 2d). In this study, we used a FEI Mark-IV Vitrobot to plunge-freeze the lyotropic samples
at room temperature and ~100% humidity. <3 μl of the lyotropic LC was put on a lacey carbon
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coated TEM grid and blotted by two filter papers, followed by plunge vitrification in liquid
ethane.
2) Bulk approach: cryo-sectioning of thermotropic and lyotropic LCs
In this study, cryo-sectioning was utilized to prepare TEM specimens from frozen LC materials
(CB7CB, DSCG, and SSY). As shown in Figs. 2b and 2e, the thermotropic and lyotropic LCs
were first quenched using plunge freezing (in liquid nitrogen or ethane) and high-pressure
freezing (Leica EM PACT2), respectively. The following cryo-sectioning was carried out
using a Leica UC7/FC7 cryo-ultramicrotome at -150 or -160°C. The nominal slice thickness was
set to 50 - 80 nm. In the high pressure freezing of lyotropic LCs, the LC solution was filled into
cooper capillary tubes of ~300 μm in inner-diameter. A high pressure (~2000 bar) was applied at
the two ends of the tube to dramatically slow down the crystallization of water. Immediately
after the pressure application, liquid nitrogen was injected onto the tube to freeze the sample. For
the SSY sample containing 64.8% water, no cryoprotectant was needed to vitrify the sample.
While for the DSCG with 85% water, 20% of dextran (M r ~70k) was added to achieve
successful vitrification.
3) Bulk approach: replica FFTEM
In this study, we also employ FFTEM to study thermotropic CB7CB and lyotropic DSCG. For
CB7CB, the LC material was put between two copper planchettes (Fig. 2b). The sandwich
structure was then stabilized at 125°C (isotropic phase), and cooled down to 95°C to obtain the
low temperature nematic phase (Borshch, 2013). After quenching in liquid nitrogen, the
assembly was quickly transferred into the vacuum chamber of a freeze-fracture apparatus
(BalTec BAF060) with the sample stage temperature set at -140°C. Inside the chamber, a built-in
microtome was used to break the assembly and expose the fracture surface. ~4 nm thick Pt/C
was then deposited onto the fractured surface at a 45o angle to create shadowing of the surface
morphology, followed by a ~20 nm thick C deposition from the top to form a continuous
supporting film. The samples were then warmed up and removed from the freeze fracture
chamber. The LC material was dissolved in chloroform, while the replica film was picked up and
placed onto carbon coated TEM grid. For DSCG, the LC solution was vitrified using high
pressure freezing (Fig. 2f), and fractured at -160°C. In Fig. 2f, we also show schematically the
widely used plunge freezing routine to prepare FFTEM specimen from lyotropic LCs, in which a
thin layer of the LC solution (a few microns thick) is placed between two copper sheets.
In our practice, complimentary use of the above routines has been applied to both thermotropic
and lyotropic LCs, which helps towards comprehensive understanding of the complicated LC
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behaviors. In this paper, we report results of combined thin film plunge freezing, bulk cryosectioning, and bulk FFTEM, on two of the samples (CB7CB and DSCG).
TEM observation and a modified Cryo-TEM low-dose procedure
TEM results shown in this paper were mostly obtained using a versatile FEI Tecnai F20
microscope (200 kV) equipped with scanning TEM unit, energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDS), Gatan imaging filter, anti-contaminator, and low-dose operation mode. A Gatan 626.DH
cryo-holder was used to keep the specimen temperature < -170°C for cryo-TEM, while the
replica specimens of FFTEM were examined at room temperature. The TEM images were
recorded using a Gatan 4K UltraScan CCD camera.
A modified cryo-TEM low dose procedure was employed in this study especially for
thermotropic LCs in which the microstructure often cannot be visualized with large underfocus
at low magnification. In the modified procedure, the electron beam was carefully aligned to
maintain the same position and size for different spot sizes (corresponding to the current of the
1st condenser lens) even for high magnification (~70K-90K in our study). The searching and
focusing of the area of interesting (AOI) are carried out quickly at the same magnification as the
final exposure, but at a much lower beam intensity/area controlled directly by spot size. The lowmagnification searching was only used to locate regions in the LC films with suitable thickness.
To minimize radiation damage, the beam was always blanked when the specimen is not imaged.
Compared to the dose level used for normal biomaterials (10-25 e-1/Å2), a much smaller dose
level was normally required for thermotropic LCs. For some extremely sensitive materials, a
dose of 0.2 e-/Å2 was often used for the rapid searching, and 2 e-/Å2 for the image acquisition.
The movement of specimen and underfocus can help the searching of AOIs at low dose. It
should be also pointed out that some LC materials are relatively more robust under electron
beam than others, and a higher dose can be applied to improve the signal/noise ratio. On the
other hand, the standard low-dose procedure works well for lyotropic LCs which are normally
uniform and have comparable beam sensitivity to aqueous biological samples.
To study the influence of surface effect and film thickness, low-loss electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS) was used to determine the inelastic mean-free-path (MFP) and the
thickness of the LC thin films (Egerton, 2011). The MFPs measured from several thermotropic
LCs materials range between 130 nm and 150 nm.
Results and Discussion
Subnanometer resolution imaging of thermotropic and lyotropic LCs using thin film
approach
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For a beam sensitive material, the achievable resolution in a given high-performance TEM is
mainly limited by statistical noise (depending on the electron dose level) and the property of the
image recording device. The minimum dose level used in our imaging is 2 e-/ Å2, and a
magnification of 71K and a binning of 2 for the CCD are routinely used, leading to a pixel size
of 0.33 nm/pixel and a dose level of >22 e-/pixel. Such imaging condition combined with the
Gatan Ultrascan 4000 CCD camera normally guarantees a routine subnanometer resolution (2-3
pixels by considering Nyquist’s theorem for 2D imaging) for thin specimens. A higher resolution
can be obtained for those more robust samples to which higher dose can be applied. For example,
for a dose of 5 e-1/Å2 and 97K magnification (binning 2, 0.23 nm/pixel), a 26 e-/pixel can be
achieved and the optimum resolution can be better than 0.6 nm. While for a dose of 40 e-1/Å2 and
285K magnification (binning 2, 0.078 nm/pixel), the nominal point-to-point resolution limit
(0.24 nm) can be obtained at 24 e-/pixel. Obviously, a “nice” image to bare eyes requires higher
dose level thus better signal/noise ratio. It should be pointed out that the results demonstrated in
this paper were taken mostly from materials that can stand a higher dose.
We have employed such “high resolution” direct imaging to study smectic behaviors of two
3RBC thermotropic LCs, revealing the first direct evidence of smectic nanoclusters in the
nematic phase (Zhang, 2012). The two molecules have similar structure and length (Fig. 1) with
rigid aromatic cores and flexible hydrocarbon tails. 3RBC-S has a macroscopic SmA mesophase
in the temperature range between 66.5°C and 118.6°C. Fig. 3a is a cryo-TEM image from a
3RBC-S LC thin film quenched at SmA temperature range (87°C in this study), showing
domains (numbered in Fig. 3a for convenience) separated by abrupt boundaries. The domains,
which are a few hundreds of nanometers to microns in size, are believed to consist of smectic
layers in different orientations, while the domain boundaries are corresponding to the
discontinuity of the layers. The contrast of the domains may come from the differences in layer
orientation and the thickness. The domains (I, III, and V in Fig. 3a) with visible layered structure
are those at edge-on orientation. The layers inside each domain are basically continuous, but
often curved (Fig. 3a). Though the curvature of the layers is gradual, the orientation change can
amount to a large degree with distance. Despite of the curvature, the layer spacing is very well
defined, ranging between 3.75 nm and 3.85 nm measured from the images and the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) patterns (the inset of Fig. 3a), matching the ~3.7 nm spacing determined by
synchrotron SAXS (Zhang, 2012). Fig. 3b is a magnified image of the marked region in Fig. 3a,
showing the smectic layers and the slight curving. A molecular model of the layered structure is
given in the inset of Fig. 3b. The shape of the domains can be irregular. For example, judged by
the layer continuity and orientation, domain I extends to the lower right region in Fig. 3a and is
overlapped with domain III in the thickness direction. Fig. 3c shows a magnified image of the
overlapping area (I+III), and the corresponding FFT pattern (the inset).
9

In contrast to 3RBC-S, 3RBC-N does not have a macroscopic smectic mesophase, but a nematic
phase between 62.5°C and 100.1°C. However, recently there has been speculation of the possible
existence of short-range smectic-C clusters which may likely be the cause of some unusual
macroscopic behavior in bent-core nematics (Hong, 2010). By quenching nematic 3RBC-N thin
films at different temperatures during the cooling process from isotropic phase, we reported the
observation of nanometer-sized smectic domains, which was enhanced at lower temperature
(Zhang, 2012). Fig. 4a is a typical cryo-TEM image and the corresponding FFT pattern from the
3RBC-N thin films, showing no long range 1D order but layered smectic nanoclusters in the
nematic substrate. The smectic clusters are normally a few tens of nanometer in length and
consist of 1 to 10 layers. The layer spacing of the clusters is not rigid and mostly varis between
2.8 nm and 3.1 nm, which is independent of the quenching temperature. The considerably
smaller spacing compared to 3RBC-S can be considered as an evidence for a tilted director from
the layer normal, i.e., the formation of SmC structure, as proposed by Hong et al. (Hong, 2010).
Similar to the abovementioned result in 3RBC-S, the layers can also curve, especially in longer
clusters, and overlapping of clusters in the thickness direction can also be observed (see the
clusters indicated by solid arrows in Fig. 4a). The existence of smectic nanoclusters in nematic
phase, including those well-defined single layers, indicates clearly the strong tendency of bentcore LC molecules to close pack into layers. Though very different orientations can be found in
neighboring clusters due to the local director fluctuation (Zhang, 2012), notable preferred
orientation can be identified frequently in local areas, indicating the consistent director alignment
as the smectic layers evolve from the nematic substrate. Fig. 4b shows a local region with the
majority of the clusters having similar orientation. Fig. 4c shows one of the rare cases that some
neighboring clusters with almost the same orientation are assembled into a large cluster with
more than 40 layers. On the other hand, small scale side-by-side assemblies with very similar
orientations seem to be a common characteristics of the smectic nanoclusters. In Fig. 4a, we use
hollow arrows to indicate a few of them. Figs. 4d-4f show a few magnified images of
representative assemblies. The neighboring clusters can have different layer numbers, and the
layers are often not aligned, i.e., out of phase. For example, the layers of the two side-by-side
clusters shown in Fig. 4d shift roughly half the layer spacing from each other along the layer
normal. By using the snapshot specimens, it is difficult to determine the lifetime of the smectic
clusters or the sequence of the processes. However, the detailed structure revealed by
subnanometer resolution imaging seems to suggest that the molecules between the side-by-side
clusters may align themselves in layers and connect the two clusters. For example, the inset of
Fig. 4d shows that only some of the layers are connected, i.e., the alignment of the molecules
between the two clusters is still in progress. Fig. 4e shows probably a fully connected assembly
consisting of at least three small clusters. Imperfect connections can be also observed, for
example, the sharp curving in Fig. 4e, and the edge-dislocation-like extra layer in Fig. 4f.
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In Figs. 5a-5d and 6a, we show cryo-TEM results from two chromonic lyotropic LCs using thin
film plunge freezing (Fig. 2d) partly as comparisons to the cryo-sectioning (Fig. 2f) results
shown in Figs. 5e-5h and 6b described later. For the low viscosity DSCG sample contains ~85%
water, the TEM specimen preparation using thin film plunge freezing is similar to that of
aqueous biological samples. Figs. 5a-5c shows a typical low-dose image from suspended thin
films, its corresponding FFT pattern, and a magnified image of a local area, respectively. Stripes
with bright/dark contrast can be easily identified (Figs. 5a and 5c). The dark stripes can be
understood as the columnar aggregates formed by face-to-face packing of the DSCG molecules
in water. The diffused bright spots in the FFT pattern indicate a lack of rigid long range order in
the projection direction. The length of the stripes was measured to be 25-80 nm. The spacing
between the stripes varies between 3.6 nm and 5 nm and averages around 4.2 nm, which matches
the measured value from the FFT pattern. Both the column length and spacing measured from
the side view can be underestimated due to the projection. The nematic arrangement of the
columns is evidenced by the frequent observation of groups of dark dots (Fig. 5d), which should
be small bundles of columns oriented perpendicular to the specimen surface. The relative
positions of the columns in each bundle are rather random, consistent with nematic structure. The
distance between neighboring columns ranges from 4 nm to 5 nm with an average around ~4.6
nm, slightly larger than the measured spacing using the side-view images and matching the
“bulk” approach TEM result (Figs. 5e-5h) and XRD measurement closely (Park, 2012; Collings,
2010).
Fig. 6a shows a cryo-TEM image of the SSY solution. With the decrease of water content
(~65%), the lyotropic liquid crystals become rather viscous, making it challenging for the
blotting process before the plunge freezing. As a result, prolonged blotting or larger blot force
are often required to make a thin specimen from the viscous materials, which may cause change
in water concentration and modification of the LC structure. Reduced amount of solution (<0.5
µl) applied onto the TEM grids, short blot time and small blot force were found to help the
preservation of the column structure. In Fig. 6a, the projected distance between the columns are
normally between 2 nm and 2.4 nm, which is roughly consistent with the XRD measurement
(Park, 2012) and result from combined high pressure freezing and cryo-sectioning (Fig. 6b).
Similar to Fig. 5a, the columns in the same hole have very similar orientations, influenced by the
hole edge of the carbon grids.
Application of high pressure freezing and cryo-ultramicrotomy in LLCs
In this study, we apply high pressure freezing to obtain vitrified “bulk” lyotropic liquid crystals,
followed by vitreous sectioning using cryo-ultramicrotomy (Fig. 2e) or FFTEM (Fig. 2f). Figs.
5e-5h and Fig. 6b show cryo-TEM images taken from the two lyotropic chromonic LCs (DSCG
and SSY) with different water percentage (85% and 65%) using the cryo-sectioning bulk
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approach (Fig. 2e). The successful vitrification can be seen from the absence of crystalline ice
(hexagonal or cubic). Simply speaking, the “bulk” approach yields very similar results to the
“thin film” approach in terms of column assembly and spacing. More interestingly, the addition
of dextran as cryoprotectant does not seem to noticeably alter the column arrangement, though
more efforts are needed to understand the influences of cryoprotectants as well as the high
pressure freezing and cryo-sectioning (Richter, 1994). On the other hand, the “bulk” approach
effectively avoids the confinements imposed by the surfaces of the thin liquid film and the hole
edges of the carbon layer on the TEM grids, thus the observed structure may be more
representative of the bulk materials. For example, in thin film approach, the columns tend to
orient parallel to the liquid surface, and the perpendicular bundles can only be observed at the
edge of the holes and mostly consist of small number of columns. In addition, the column
orientation is greatly affected by the hole shape in thin film approach. While in the bulk
approach, all the column orientations are equally seen, for example, the much bigger
perpendicular bundles shown in Fig. 5h; besides, the local column orientation often varies
slightly, and nearly 90° variation has been observed in SYY sample. In addition to the technical
challenges involved, a major disadvantage for the bulk approach is the artifacts (knife marks,
crevasses, etc.) introduced during cryo-sectioning (Studer, 2008; Han, 2008). In contrast, the thin
film plunge freezing approach usually results in cleaner TEM specimen thus TEM images
without noticeable artifacts. It should be also mentioned that our initial attempt of FFTEM and
cryo-SEM (not shown) on the DSCG failed to yield column-related structures, probably due to
the facts that the fracture surface did not correlate closely with the columns and/or the replication
process did not provide sufficient resolution. Considering the overall similar results generated,
we believe that thin film and bulk approaches can both work for a wide range of lyotropic LCs.
If the technical challenges are considered, for samples with high percentage of water, thin film
plunge freezing is preferred since it avoids the complication of cryoprotectant. While for samples
with less water, the bulk approach using high pressure freezing and cryo-ultramicrotomy is more
favored to get reliable results. It should be also mentioned that for very viscous lyotropic LCs,
thin film plunge freezing and “bulk” high pressure freezing may both encounter great technical
challenges. An ongoing effort is being made for such highly viscous lyotropic materials.
Combination of direct cryo-TEM imaging and indirect FFTEM
As described earlier, LC materials are probably one of the most complicated samples for TEM
studies. There is basically no one-for-many routine at the current stage. The available techniques,
often developed initially for bio-materials, all have obvious advantages and disadvantages when
applied to LCs, as summarized briefly later in the paper. On the other hand, the different
techniques are complimentary, and their combination can provide comprehensive
characterization for many LCs. In this study, we performed cryo-TEM using both thin film and
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cryo-sectioning and FFTEM on thermotropic CB7CB and lyotropic DSCG. Here we present
results from complimentary FFTEM and cryo-TEM revealing the new nematic phase − twistbend nematic (N tb ) in CB7CB.
As Borshch, et al. (2013) summarized, there can be three types of nematic structures. Besides
uniaxial nematics (N) introduced earlier, another well-known mesophase is chiral (cholesteric)
nematics (N*) in which chiral molecules forming layered structure with the director
perpendicular to the helix axis and twisting from layer to layer. In addition, N tb structure was
predicted especially in situations of molecular bend. (Meyer, 1973; Dozov, 2001). In a N tb phase,
the director also twist around the helix axis at a constant angle (not 90°) and follows an oblique
helicoid instead of the right-angle helicoid in chiral nematics. Fig. 7a shows schematics of
dimeric molecules forming a single spiral (left) and filling a small space (right) in the proposed
N tb structure. Though in the single spiral the molecules are drawn with a constant spacing along
the helix axis to better show the gradual twist, the molecules, roughly following the helixes, are
arranged randomly along the helix axis. Thus, the parallel helixes form 1D periodic structure
along the helix axis, but the overlapped molecules may not exhibit any detectable modulation in
mass or electron density by diffraction techniques (Panov, 2010). There had been no direct
evidence (imaging or diffraction) for the existence of N tb mesophase until 2013 (Chen, 2013;
Borshch, 2013).
To demonstrate such 1D periodic structure, the surface sensitive FFTEM turned out to be
essentially useful. Though the low temperature fracture can occur along various orientations, it is
easier to fracture along the length of the molecules since less energy/area is required to break
side-side bonds (Berreman, 1986). In CB7CB, the favored fracture planes are those parallel to
the helix axis, so it is possible to visualize the 1D periodic structure if smooth fracture and proper
shadowing can both be achieved. In practice, such desired fracture and replication do present and
well-defined periodic layers can be observed (Fig. 7b). The layer spacing is considered to be
corresponding to the pitch of the helix structure (Chen, 2013; Borshch, 2013). Fig. 7b shows
clearly domains of several hundreds of nanometers to microns in size. Most layers are either very
straight or slightly curved (the inset of Fig. 7b). Several expected fracture configurations have
been observed. If the fracture occurs almost perfectly parallel to the helix axis (parallel fracture),
clean layer structure can be revealed and the pitch can be measured accurately (domain I in Fig.
7b and Fig. 7c). If the fracture surface has a tilting angle relative to the helix axis (oblique
fracture), steps can be formed with the terraces still showing basically the same features as the
parallel fracture (domain II in Fig. 7b). As an alternative to the steps in oblique fracture,
Bouligand arches (Bouligand, 1968) can be formed for helix structure like N tb , as shown in Figs.
7d and 7e corresponding to different fracture angles. Borshch et al., (2013) provided a detailed
discussion on the arch structure. For parallel fracture, the period in most of the domains ranges
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between 8.0 and 8.2 nm. In Fig. 7b, the pitch was measured to be 8.05 nm from the image and
the FFT patterns. The above results indicate clearly a 1D periodic structure at the fracture surface
and a helix axis in the bulk material. As Chen et al., (2013) reported, the layer contrast in
CB7CB is considerably weaker compared to other layered LC systems with mass and electron
density modulation. In addition to the domains with narrow pitch distribution, larger pitch can
also be found (e.g., 8.6 nm), which can be partly attributed to the cosine relation between the
layer spacing in parallel fracture and the measured spacing in oblique fracture. An interesting
finding is that some domains show smaller pitch especially at near-boundary region, in contrast
to the uniform pitch found in most of the individual domains (e.g., Fig. 7b). Figs. 7f and 7g show
two such domains, where the pitches near the center of the domains are ~7.6 nm, only slightly
smaller than the normal ones, but the measured periods near the boundaries are <3 nm. In Fig.
7g, the layer spacing gradually increases from <3 nm near the boundary to 7.6 nm near the center
of the domain with a one-on-one correspondence, which rules out the possibility of the half-pitch
situation (Ihn, 1992). In addition, in both cases, the layer orientations vary to accommodate the
boundaries. The inset of the Fig. 7f shows a magnified image of a 30 nm × 30 nm boundary
region, showing the change of the layer orientation. The layer spacing (pitch) can be as small as
~1 nm, though poorly resolved due to the nature of the FFTEM. The above results may indicate
the flexible nature of the N tb phase, which may adopt different conformational states with small
energy difference depending on the local environment. In addition, the above resolved ~1 nm
layer features may also suggest that it is worth to explore further the potential use of FFTEM in
high resolution imaging in some special LC systems.
The interface between CB7CB and air prefers that the molecule aligned perpendicular to the LC
surface (homeotropic alignment), which makes suspended thin films a suitable way to study the
top-view structure. Figure 8a is a typical cryo-TEM image of suspended CB7CB thin films
quenched at 95°C, showing clearly column-like structure and narrow low-density areas between
some of the columns. The columns tend to have more or less circular shape and have an average
size of ~27 nm measured over a large area. Our results also show that the column structure from
the suspended films can be influenced by thermal treatment and the film thickness. Careful
examination of the FFTEM images also reveals the column-like texture in some local regions.
For example, in Fig. 7b, we use arrows to denote columns from the top of the layered domain,
which can be considered as the side-view of the columns. Note that some of the columns form
distinctive boundaries at the top of the domain. The column boundaries can be seen as narrow
areas often with discontinuity of the layered structure and elongated roughly along the layer
normal in the image, which is also revealed by the diffuse scattering perpendicular to the
ordering direction in the FFT pattern. In the image, 8 adjacent column boundaries are marked
with an average distance of ~26 nm. We have carefully examined the layer structure across the
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column boundaries in the FFTEM images. Along with a few exceptions, most of the layers
exhibit no shift along the layer normal, which may mean that the helix structure tends to stay “in
phase” for neighboring columns. The inset of Fig. 7c is a low-pass filtered gradient image of the
marked rectangular area, which enhances the layer characteristics. The top-view of the columns
can also be observed in FFTEM images. The inset in Fig. 8a is a typical local region with a
cluster of circular columns, corresponding to a fracture perpendicular to the helix axis. It should
be pointed out that it is difficult to correlate such features in FFTEM to columns without the
cryo-TEM results. Except those layer-related features, the FFTEM images tend to be
complicated at the presence of artifacts and various features related to the fracture morphology.
Despite of the above consistency, the origin of the column structure cannot be determined at this
stage. The columns do not appear to be as common in the FFTEM images as in the thin films if
we assume that the subtle feature can be well replicated in the specimen preparation process. In
addition, such “leopard” pattern can sometimes be found in plunge-frozen cryo-TEM specimens
with water-based buffer due to the local concentration variation (e.g., loss of water). Though the
same cause does not apply to the single-component CB7CB, the column structure can still be an
unusual feature in the bulk material but enhanced greatly in thin films. On the other hand, our
current results suggest that the column structure with their long direction along the helix axis
may be introduced by the coexistence of right- and left-handed N tb columns, while very small
amount of residual high temperature N phase may exist at the column boundaries (Borshch,
2013). A strong evidence is that upon doping with chiral dopant (1-1.5% right-handed limonene),
the column size increases dramatically (Fig. 8b) under the same thermal processing condition, as
the chiral dopant keeps more columns in the same handedness. The columns in the doped films
often have irregular shapes. In Fig. 8b, a column with typical shape is highlighted, which shows
that the smallest dimension of the columns is very similar to that found in the pure films, but a
few nearby columns may merge together due to the same chirality. To compare the column size,
we simply compare the domain numbers in regions with the same area for both pure and doped
films. For example, for a 200 nm × 200 nm area, 50-60 columns can be found in pure films,
while only ~20 or even less in doped films.
Another possibility of the formation of the column structure observed in thin films is due to the
confinement of the thin films. As the recent simulation (Fukuda, 2011) showed, two-dimensional
Skyrmion lattice embedded in topographic defects can develop in a highly chiral nematic LC thin
film with surfaces favoring homeotropic alignment. The two possibilities discussed above both
indicate a high chirality structure, consistent with the proposed twist-bend nematic structure. In
addition, our initial cryo-TEM result (not shown) using “bulk” cryo-sectioning routine (Fig. 2b)
did not reveal layered structure consistent with the FFTEM result, which may be considered as a
further evidence that there are no modulation of electron/mass density for the N tb phase. The
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above comprehensive study combining FFTEM and cryo-TEM clearly shows that the low
temperature nematic phase of CB7CB has 1D periodic helix structure and match the predicted
N tb . The successful revealing of the 1D periodic structure is attributed directly to the replication
of the smoothly fractured surface in FFTEM.
Surface/thickness effect, cooling rate and radiation damage
The routines summarized in Fig. 2, including cryo-TEM and FFTEM, all aim at taking snapshots
of microstructures of LC materials. To be successful, several critical requirements have to be
satisfied for both “thin film” and “bulk” approaches: 1) the pre-freezing samples should have the
desired native structure; 2) the samples have to be quenched effectively at a sufficient cooling
rate to prevent from any further phase transition and structure change during and after the
freezing process; 3) any possible misleading structure deformation or change introduced during
the specimen processing after the quenching should be kept minimum. For thin film approach,
the main concern is to make thin films with representative structure. The limited thickness may
lead to undesired surface/interface effect. While for “bulk” approach, it is often challenging to
achieve sufficient cooling rate to quench the structure effectively. Damage and deformation can
also be introduced during the processing of the “bulk” material into TEM specimens. In addition,
direct TEM imaging routines all suffer from radiation damage, which may become a serious
issue for those highly sensitive materials.
The surface that LC makes contact with can often strongly influence the molecular orientation
near LC surface, i.e., the so-called surface anchoring, which can be simply understood as
epitaxial growth of solids on substrates (Jérôme, 1991). Depending on the substrate surface
configuration, the LC molecules can be perpendicular (homeotropic), parallel (planar) or tilted
relative to the substrate surface. If the LC film is too thin, the internal structure can be
dominantly governed by the surface and does not represent the bulk structure which is often
desired in TEM studies. Obviously, the surface effect has profound influences on the TEM
results using thin film approach and deserve more detailed studies. Here we present some of our
results to demonstrate the effect.
For the thin film approach used here, there exist two LC/air interfaces for a suspended LC film
(if ignoring the influence of the hole edges in the supporting carbon film), while one LC/air
interface and one LC/carbon interface for supported thin film. Simple treatment of the carbon
film can affect the LC structure greatly. Figs. 9a and 9b compare the CB7CB thin film deposited
on plasma treated and untreated thin carbon grids. The plasma-treated carbon exhibits much
better wetting property to the CB7CB, resulting in large area of relatively uniform thin film.
Similar to the suspended films (Fig. 8a), the CB7CB forms column structure in the whole film
(Fig. 9a). The inset of Fig. 9a shows a magnified image of a local area, showing clearly sharp
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bright lines in the elongated columns and bright dots in relatively circular columns, respectively.
Such bright lines/dots were not observed in suspended films. The lines are roughly along the
orientation of the long direction of the domains. On the other hand, on the untreated film, the LC
material typically tends to form featureless droplets with increasing thickness from the edge to
the center. The columns of ~20-40 nm in dimension can only be seen in thick droplets and
become a less pronounced feature as the thickness increases further, as seen in Fig. 9b. Bright
lines/dots can still be identified at the column centers, which are considered as some low density
topographic defects formed due to the different molecule alignments at the two surfaces. The
above result may indicate that the carbon film (treated or untreated) favors director orientations
other than the homeotropic configuration for CB7CB, so the influence of the interface with air
can only be seen when the material is far enough from the carbon film. On the other hand, the
current result may also suggest that the column structure is only stable in certain thickness range,
which should be able to be clarified with more quantitative structure-thickness correlations.
The strong surface effect in LCs raises doubts on the use of thin film approach and make it often
necessary to discuss on the validity of the observed results. In practice, this can be done by
comparing results in films with different thicknesses by depositing different amount of LC
solution on the carbon films. Even more conveniently, wedge-shaped areas with gradually
changing thickness can be found frequently. For example, Fig. 9c shows an image of the 3RBCN thin film with smectic clusters. The intensity profile can be considered as a rough indication of
the varying thickness, which can be further correlated to thickness through EELS or thickness
mapping using energy filtered TEM. No smectic layers can be found in the very thin region,
ruling out the possibility that the formation of the smectic clusters are due to surface effect.
Instead, the surface effect at least prohibits the formation of the smectic clusters with layers
perpendicular to the surface. It can also be seen that the layered clusters can still be resolved in
the very thick part of the sample (the inset of Fig. 9c). EELS measurement showed that the thick
part should be at least 4 times of the inelastic mean free path, i.e., thicker than 500 nm. The layer
length and layer number in the thick area are basically the same as those found in thinner regions
(100-200 nm). Clusters with very few layers (e.g., 2) can also be seen in the thick parts of the
specimen. Above results show that the observed smectic clusters stay the same for a wide range
of thickness, which validate the application of the thin film approach in this material.
Interestingly, in some of the thin areas, very narrow smectic clusters can be found (Fig. 9e). The
layer width can be even shorter than 3 nm, while the layer number within the clusters varies from
1 to 9, which is comparable to those in the normal clusters. The layer spacing is considerably
larger (3.1 nm – 3.5 nm) compared to the wider clusters. Because the confinement is in the
thickness direction, it may be reasonable to assume a similar cluster depth in the thickness
direction. Considering that the interface prevents the layered structure formation, the short layers
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smectic clusters may indicate the rather strong tendency of the 3RBC-N molecules to form
layered structure as the surface impact becomes weaker.
Carbon films also play an important role in the observed structure of suspended chromonic
lyotropic LC thin films prepared by plunge freezing (Figs. 5a-5d and 6a). As we mentioned
earlier, most columnar aggregates tend to orient along the long direction of the holes, and
probably prefer to be parallel to the liquid surface. Inside each hole, the columns have basically
the same orientation except that the shape of the hole affects those columns near the edge. This
can be seen more clearly in the region with smaller holes, as shown in Fig. 9f. The areas near
hole edges are under the competing influences of the liquid surface and the carbon edge. As a
result other than lying along the edge and parallel to the liquid surface, small column bundles
perpendicular to the liquid surface can be found near the hole edge (Fig. 9f).
In this study, we only employ LC surfaces making contact with air and carbon films. In principle,
a variety of materials and surface treatments can be used. In addition, the surface/interface
impact may provide a way to modify the LC structure or orientations using the thin film
approach or simulate the working condition of LC devices in TEM studies.
In general, it is more difficult to quench samples with their internal structure intact for bulk
samples than thin films since the cooling rate inside the sample is mainly determined by the heat
conductivity of the material, and more difficult for lyotropic LCs than thermotropic LCs due to
the high percentage of water which has unusually high heat capacity. For example, to vitrify
water based sample requires a cooling rate of the order of 105 K/s. In practice, it is
straightforward to use liquid ethane as cryogen for both thermotropic and lyotropic LC thin films.
On the other hand, thermotropic LC thin films normally require a less demanding cooling rate
due to considerably slower molecular diffusion and smaller heat capacity. As a result, the much
more convenient quenching in liquid nitrogen often gives the same results as liquid ethane,
revealed by comparing the results using liquid nitrogen and liquid ethane as cryogens (not
shown).
For bulk samples, plunge freezing may only work for small thickness in general, for example, a
few microns. But thinner samples may see increased surface effects and also make it challenging
for the following processing (e.g., cryo-sectioning and freezing fracture). The application of
high pressure freezing initiated in this study seems to be a reliable method for bulk lyotropic LCs
up to a few hundreds of microns in the smallest dimension. More efforts are still needed to
improve the structure preservation in high water percentage samples, clarify the influence of the
cryoprotectant, and reduce the damages in the following cryo-sectioning process. For
thermotropic LCs, currently there is no equivalent technique to high pressure freezing for
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lyotropic LCs to allow structure quenching at a lower cooling rate. Fortunately, some of the
thermotropic LC materials, e.g., CB7CB (Chen, 2013) exhibit supercooling property, which help
to preserve the native structure even at a slow cooling rate. But for other materials without
supercooling, extra caution has to be taken. In practice, different structure indicating different
cooling rate can be observed at different depth using the combination of plunge freezing and
cryo-ultramicrotomy (not shown).
Direct cryo-TEM imaging techniques used here all suffer from radiation damage to the electrontransparent specimens. Our results show that the radiation damage of the LC thin films first
exhibits as the dissipation of the ordered structure (smectic layers in this study) due to the very
weak intermolecular force stabilizing the ordering. Such subtle damage can often lead to the
overlook of the ordered structure since it does not involve observable structure and shape
changes at a large scale. In some materials, the damage to the ordering may happen at very low
doses (even < 2 e-/Å2), making it difficult to capture an image with reasonable S/N ratio. On the
other hand, those mass loss related damages, leading to larger scale structure changes, occur at
much higher dose. As a result, atomic resolution imaging can often be obtained before any
obvious shape changes if ordered structures are not involved or not the target. For example, Fig.
10a shows a lattice image of gold nanoparticles doped in 5CB. The 5CB thin film also exhibits
sufficient stability for spot-mode STEM imaging and spectroscopy (e.g., EELS and EDS)
measurement. One benefit of STEM is to increase the visibility of some features in thick regions
owing to the emphasis of atomic number difference and the minimized influence of crystal
orientation on the contrast. Fig. 10b shows a bright field TEM image of gold nanoparticles
dispersed in a thick region of 5CB. The small nanoparticles can be hardly identified. In contrast,
STEM Z-contrast image of a similar area (Fig. 10c) shows abrupt contrast even for nanoparticles
of ~1 nm in diameter. Fig. 10d presents the corresponding EDS spectra taken by scanning a
nanometer-sized box over the top of an individual nanoparticle (Gao, 2003) and the surrounding
5CB.
As organic materials, the radiation damage of LC materials basically fits into the
description given by Egerton, et al. (2004). Several ways can be considered to minimize the
damage: lower dose combined with a better camera, higher beam energy and thicker specimen.
In practice, field emission electron source often causes more irradiation damage. A traditional
LaB 6 source can reduce the damage yet still keep a sufficient resolution for LC studies (Egerton,
2004).
A brief comparison of the different specimen preparation techniques for LCs
In this study, we aim to establish an easily accessible toolset for the TEM specimen preparation
of a wide range of LCs. Based on the earlier discussion, a brief comparison of the different
techniques is given in Table 1. At the current stage, there is simply no one-for-many routine.
Each method can be powerful for certain materials, but can also be difficult to apply to others.
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For example, direct cryo-TEM allows high resolution imaging and the application of a variety of
TEM techniques, but suffers from radiation damage; while the replica FFTEM provides basically
the opposite advantages and disadvantages. In addition to the routines mentioned above, several
other techniques, often originally developed for biological samples, can also be applied to LC
materials. For example, thermotropic thin films can also be obtained by spin coating or
suspension on water (Voigt-Martin, 1987), which may result in uniform thickness. Jet freezing
(Severs, 2007) and slam freezing (Mondain-Monval, 2005) can be used as alternatives in
freezing process and may provide more or less higher cooling rate for some special LCs than
plunge freezing. Slam freezing with liquid helium cooled cooper block has been shown to
provide better structure preservation in FFTEM of some LC materials (Leforestier, 1996). A selfpressurized rapid freezing was proposed using only plunge freezing and sealed capillary tubes
(Leunissen, 2009), which may be able to be applied to some lyotropic LCs as a low-cost version
of combined high pressure freezing and cryo-sectioning (Fig. 2e). Another interesting specimen
preparation technique uses similar procedure to the plunge freezing FFTEM (Fig. 2f): a holey
carbon coated TEM grid is placed between the two planchettes during the freezing process and
some thin areas may remain on the film upon fracture, which can be used for direct cryo-TEM
observation (Belkoura, 2004).
The very convenient-to-use thin film approach allows the highest cooling rate and avoids further
specimen processing after the freezing, which usually results in the best imaging quality and
preservation of the pre-freezing structure. But surface effect has to be considered especially for
structures with dimension comparable to the thickness. Another practical advantage of thin film
approach is that very small amount of material is required compared to bulk approach, which is
often important for some thermotropic LCs due to possible complicated synthesis process.
FFTEM and cryo-sectioning, both using bulk approach to minimize surface effect, require
effective quenching of thick samples, and often show similar results (not shown) especially for
thermotropic LCs due to similar freezing process. As a widely used technique, FFTEM
effectively avoids radiation damage and uses convenient room temperature observation, though
the resolution is limited to a few nanometers. We also demonstrate the critical role of the surface
sensitivity of FFTEM in this study, which may make FFTEM an irreplaceable technique for LCs
at the current stage. Artifacts can be common in FFTEM images and extra caution needs to be
taken to explain the results because the replica shadowing/contrast totally depends on the
fracture surface morphology and deposition direction, and does not necessarily correlates with
the intrinsic structure in LC materials. The freezing of thick sample raises concerns of
insufficient cooling rate to preserve the intrinsic structures except for those thermotropic LCs
with supercooling property. Plunge-freezing of thick lyotropic LCs leads to water crystallization,
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and modification of local structures. (Mondain-Monval, 2005) But FFTEM of lyotropic LCs can
still work for low-resolution imaging which is the focus of most FFTEM studies.
Cryo-ultramicrotomy seems to combine the advantages of both thin film technique and FFTEM,
but some of the disadvantages as well. Compared to FFTEM, cryo-sectioning allows high
resolution direct imaging, and the process-induced artifacts (e.g., knife marks, and crevasses) are
relatively easier to identify. The combination of high-pressure freezing, cryo-sectioning and
cryo-TEM allows the observation of lyotropic LCs beyond the resolution of FFTEM. In contrast
to the little control of fracture process in FFTEM, cryo-sectioning makes it possible to look at
different depth of the sample. As an alternative to cryo-sectioning, focused ion beam (FIB)
(Strunk, 2012) may turn out to be very useful especially for some challenging LC materials (e.g.,
high viscosity lyotropic LCs). The advantages of cryo-FIB include less mechanical deformation
(knife marks, crevasses, and contraction), more convenient preparation of specimen in different
orientations, and higher efficiency in using the regions frozen at fast cooling rate.
In conclusion, we present our on-going efforts towards high resolution direct TEM observation
of thermotropic and lyotroic LCs. A series of specimen preparation techniques have been
summarized and tested to provide a comprehensive toolbox for TEM studies of LC materials.
The complications in these techniques are also discussed. We demonstrated that the current
available specimen preparation and low-dose cryo-TEM techniques allow sub-nanometer
resolution direct TEM imaging of a wide range of LCs, which can become part of the solution to
the lack of effective structure probe at molecular level for LC studies. We also demonstrate that
the currently more widely used replica TEM technique, FFTEM, is complementary to direct
cryo-TEM observation. Their combination is highly recommended to get comprehensive
information on the LC materials, which can be especially important at the current stage when
there is no obvious advantageous approach.
The direct observation of LCs opens ways to apply a variety of TEM techniques beyond lowdose imaging to these fascinating but challenging materials, for example, diffraction (Gao, 2003;
Zuo, 2011), tomography, STEM, and spectroscopy. Maybe more importantly, direct observation
beyond taking snapshot using cryo-TEM may lead to the possibility of in situ observation of the
dynamic process using in situ TEM. The current development in high sensitivity electroncounting camera (Li, 2013), in situ liquid cell technique (Zhu, 2013), and ultrafast TEM (Kim,
2008) make it promising to look at LC materials with temporal resolution in the near future.
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Table 1 A brief comparison of different TEM specimen preparation routines for LC materials.
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Figure 1. Molecular structures and names (full and short) of the LC materials used in this paper.
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Figure 2. TEM specimen preparation routines for thermotropic LCs (TLC) (a-c) and lyotropic
LCs (LLC) (d-f). (a) Plunge-freezing of supported and suspended TLC thin films for cryo-TEM.
(b) Cryo-sectioning of plunge frozen “bulk” TLC for cryo-TEM. (c) Freeze fracture of plunge
frozen “bulk” TLC for FFTEM. (d) Plunge-freezing of LLC thin film for cryo-TEM. (e) Vitreous
sectioning of high pressure frozen LLC for cryo-TEM. (f) Freeze fracture of frozen (plunge
freezing or high pressure freezing) LLC for replica TEM. The scale bars in the schematics
roughly demonstrate the feature sizes.
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Figure 3. (a) A cryo-TEM image revealing domain structure in a 3RBC-S thin film quenched at
87°C. The inset is the corresponding FFT pattern. The domains are numbered for convenience.
(b) A magnified image of the marked region by dashed square in domain I of Fig. 1a. The inset
shows a schematic of the molecule arrangement in the proposed SmA layer structure, and the
arrow indicates the layer normal. (c) A magnified image and its corresponding FFT pattern of the
overlapped domains I and III (Fig. 1a).
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Figure 4. (a) A typical cryo-TEM image showing the smectic nanoclusters in 3RBC-N nematic
thin films. The narrow solid arrows point out a few overlapping clusters, while the hollow arrows
denote joints side-by-side clusters. The inset is the corresponding FFT pattern. (b) A
representative region of smectic clusters with preferred orientation. (c) A rare local area with a
large smectic assembly over 40 layers. (d) – (f) Magnified images of side-by-side clusters
showing incomplete connection (d), complete and curved/shifted connection (e) and half extra
layer marked by a solid arrow (f).
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Figure 5. Cryo-TEM images of DSCG (85% water) lyotropic LCs. (a) – (d) From “thin film”
approach (a plunge frozen specimen): low magnification image (a); corresponding FFT pattern
(b); magnified image of the marked local area (c)’ and columns perpendicular to the thin film
surface (d). (e) – (h) From “bulk” approach (a high pressure frozen and cryo-sectioned specimen):
low magnification image (e); corresponding FFT pattern (f); magnified image of the marked
local area (g); and columns perpendicular to the specimen surface (h). 20% dextran was added to
the solution as cryoprotectant for the bulk approach.
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Figure 6. Cryo-TEM images of SSY (~65% water) lyotropic LCs using thin film plunge freezing
(a) and bulk high pressure freezing and cryo-sectioning (b).
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Figure 7. (a) Schematics of molecular arrangement in N tb phase: molecules following a spiral
(left) and molecules filling a small space (right). (b) A low magnification FFTEM image of
CB7CB quenched at 95°C, showing layered structure. Domains I and II are corresponding to
parallel and oblique fractures, respectively. The inset image magnified the marked area with
slightly curved layers. (c) Magnified image of Domain I shown in (b) and the corresponding FFT
pattern (the upper inset). The arrows point at the column boundaries in the image and the diffuse
scattering perpendicular to the layer normal in the FFT pattern. The lower inset is a low-pass
filtered gradient image of the marked rectangle area. The inset image is rotated for convenience
and some of the boundaries are indicated by short lines at the top of the image. (d) and (e)
FFTEM images showing Bouligand arches observed at oblique fracture domains. (f) and (g)
FFTEM images of domains with reduced pitch near the domain boundaries. The inset of (f) is a
magnified image of the marked boundary area.
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Figure 8. (a) and (b) Typical cryo-TEM images from suspended thin films of pure CB7CB and
CB7CB doped with right-handed limonene respectively. The inset in (a) shows a typical FFTEM
image of a cluster of column-like circular features, which may be the top view of the columns in
FFTEM as the fracture is perpendicular to the helix axis.
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Figure 9. (a) A cryo-TEM image of a CB7CB thin layer supported by plasma-treated continuous
carbon film. The inset image magnifies the marked local area, showing the sharp dots and lines
inside the columns. (b) A cryo-TEM image of a CB7CB droplet supported on untreated
continuous carbon film. (c) A cryo-TEM image of 3RBC-N thin film with a gradual increase in
thickness from the film edge to the inside. The inset image magnifies the marked thick area of >
500 nm in thickness. (d) Intensity profile along the line drawn in Fig. 9a, showing the variation
of the thickness. The inset is an intensity profile along the line in the inset of Fig. 9a,
demonstrating the modulated intensity of the layered cluster along the layer normal. (e) A cryoTEM image of a thin part of the 3RBC-N thin film with very narrow smectic clusters. (f) A cryoTEM image of a plunge-frozen DSCG thin film. The holes in this area are relatively small. The
lacey carbon frame and several bundles of columnar aggregates perpendicular to the liquid
surface are marked. The area marked by a dashed square is corresponding to the area in Fig. 5d.
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Figure 10. (a) A TEM image showing the lattice of Au nanoparticles embedded in 5CB. The
marked spacings are corresponding to Au (111) and (200) planes which have spacings of 2.36 Å
and 2.04 Å in bulk Au, respectively. (b) A bright-field TEM image of Au nanoparticles in a thick
area of a 5CB thin film. (c) A STEM Z-contrast image of Au nanoparticles (AuNP) in a thick
area of 5CB film, demonstrating greatly enhanced contrast compared to the bright-field image. (d)
EDS spectra of an individual Au nanoparticle and the nearby 5CB substrate taken by scanning
the focused electron beam in a nanometer-sized box to reduce the beam damage and correct the
specimen drift.
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